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Abstract
We present hierarchical algorithms for visibility

culling of spline models� This includes back�patch

culling� a generalization of back�face culling for poly�
gons to splines� These algorithms are extended to
trimmed surfaces as well� We propose di�erent spa�
tial approximations for enclosing the normals of a
spline surface and compare them for e�ciency and
e�ectiveness on di�erent graphics systems� We ex�
tend the culling algorithms using hierarchical tech�
niques to collection of surface patches and combine
them with view�frustum culling to formulate a ONE

�Object�Normal Exclusion��tree for a given model�
The algorithm traverses the ONE�tree at run time
and culls away portions of the model not visible from
the current viewpoint� These algorithms have been
implemented and applied to a number of large mod�
els� In practice� we are able to speed�up the overall
spline rendering algorithms by about 	
��
� based
on back�patch culling only and by more than 
� us�
ing ONE�trees�

Keywords� NURBS rendering� Visibility� Back�

patch� CAGD� ONE�tree�

� Introduction

Many large�scaled CAD models like those of auto�
mobiles� submarines and airplanes are represented
using parametric spline surfaces� Such models are
composed of tens of thousands of surfaces and many
applications in CAD�CAM� virtual reality� anima�
tion and visualization need to render such models at
interactive frame rates� Current rendering systems
for large spline models on commercial graphics sys�
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tems are not able to achieve real�time frame rates for
applications involving virtual worlds� walkthroughs
and immersive design�
Many techniques based on ray�tracing� scan�line

conversion� pixel�level subdivision and polygoniza�
tion have been proposed for rendering parametric
spline models �Cat��� NSK�
� LCWB�
�� However�
polygonization based approaches are able to make ef�
�cient use of the hardware capabilities of the current
graphics systems and are signi�cantly faster than
the rest �AES��� Dea��� LC��� SC��� FK�
� RHD���
AES��� KML��� The resulting algorithms use uni�
form or adaptive subdivision of spline surfaces to
compute polygonal approximation� The approxima�
tion is a function of the current viewing direction and
is typically� re�computed at each frame� The result�
ing polygons are then rendered using the standard
graphics pipeline� However� the best known algo�
rithms based on such approaches are only able to
render models consisting of up to �

� �

 patches
at interactive frame rates on high�end commercial
systems like SGI Reality Engine 	 �RHD��� KML���
There is considerable literature on visibility pre�

processing and on�line culling of polygonal data�sets�
Our goal is to extend these techniques to curved and
spline models� The techniques for polygonal models
include view�frustum culling� obscuration culling and
back�face culling�

� View�frustum culling methods use spatial
data structures like octrees and hierarchical
traversals of such structures to cull out portions
of the model not visible �FVFH���� These have
been extended to spline models using bounding
boxes and convex hulls of control polytopes�

� Obscuration culling techniques utilize algo�
rithms for hidden�surface removal and occlusion
culling �FVFH���� However� most of the algo�
rithms for polygonal models are non�trivial to
implement and are unable to compute the visi�



ble surfaces in real�time for large models� The
extension of such algorithms to splines is even
more di�cult� It involves computation of sil�
houettes and projection curves and is di�cult
to perform in real�time for even small models�

� Back�face culling consists of comparing the
normal of a polygon with the viewing direction�
If the normal points away� the resulting polygon
is not rendered� Most of the high�end graphics
system have an implementation of this technique
as a part of the graphics pipeline�

In this paper� we extend back�face culling for poly�
gons to back�patch culling for splines� The idea
of back�patch culling was introduced in �KML��
SAE���� Our algorithm is more general� more e��
cient and simpler to implement� It involves e�cient
computation and representation of bounds on nor�
mals of a patch� We present algorithms for exact
back�patch culling for perspective projection� The
algebraic complexity of exact back�patch culling is
high for interactive applications and we present a
number of techniques for approximating them using
di�erent spatial data structures� We evaluate these
spatial approximations using two criteria�

� E�ciency� It captures the overhead of visibility
computation for each frame� It measures the
time spent in visibility tree traversal�

� E�ectiveness� It measures the number of primi�
tives and surfaces being culled away by the vis�
ibility algorithm�

In most cases� there is a trade�o� between these two
measures� and overall performance can be maximized
in di�erent ways for di�erent graphics systems� For
example� a graphics pipeline with polygon rasteri�
zation as the bottleneck should attempt to increase
the e�ectiveness at the cost of e�ciency� shifting
some load to the processor performing visibility�tree
traversal� Our overall algorithm permits such �ne�
tuning�
We also combine these algorithms with hierarchi�

cal data structures� view�frustum culling and apply
them to cull away portions of a large model� In par�
ticular we present a new hierarchical data structure�
ONE�tree �Object�Normal Exclusion tree�� which is
used for view�frustum as well as hierarchical back�
patch culling� The resulting algorithms have been
implemented on di�erent graphics systems and we
discuss their performance on a number of large mod�
els composed of up to tens of thousands of spline
surfaces� Back�patch culling improves the frame rate
by 	
��
� by itself and the ONE�tree can increase

Figure �� Back Facing Normals

the rendering performance by more than 
�� The
algorithms presented are also applicable to algebraic
surfaces and general implicit models�
The rest of the paper is organized in the following

manner� We review the notion of Gauss maps and
visibility for curved surfaces in Section 	 and use it
to establish an exact back�patch culling condition for
parametric spline surfaces� It is extended to trimmed
patches and we consider a number of data structures
for spatial approximations� We combine it with hier�
archical data structures and outline the construction
of ONE�tree in Section �� We also present an e��
cient tree traversal algorithm� Finally in Section ��
we discuss the implementation and performance of
the algorithms�

� Visibility Computations

In general� the exact computation of the visible por�
tions of a spline model is a non�trivial problem re�
quiring silhouette computation and projection curves
�KM���� In this section� we show that it is rela�
tively simple to perform an approximate visibility
check to �nd most of the spline surfaces that are
completely invisible from the current viewpoint� The
algorithms presented are general and applicable to all
curved and orientable surfaces with �rst order conti�
nuity� They involve computation of Gauss maps and
bounds on Gauss maps� In the rest of the paper� we
will demonstrate these algorithms on B�ezier surfaces�

A B�ezier surface� F�u� v��
�
X�u�v�
W �u�v� �

Y �u�v�
W �u�v� �

Z�u�v�
W �u�v�

�
�

is speci�ed using control points and is a linear combi�
nation of Bernstein functions �Far���� Moreover� the
entire patch is contained in the convex hull of the
control points� We denote the convex polytope of a
surface as PF and its smallest volume axis�aligned
bounding box as BF �

��� Back�facing Patches

Given a closed solid model whose boundary is com�
posed of B�ezier patches� many of the patches are
not visible because their outward normals are facing
away from the viewer� In particular� if all the sur�
face normals for a B�ezier patch point away from the
eye point and the viewing direction we refer to it as a
back�patch �Fig� ��b��� The algorithm for back�patch



culling needs to compute a bound on the surface nor�
mals and we make use of Gauss maps to compute
these bounds�

��� Gauss Map

The partial derivative vectors of a B�ezier surface�
F�u� v�� with respect to u and v� respectively Fu�u� v�
and Fv�u� v�� are contained in the tangent�plane at
F�u� v�� In the rest of the section� we shall drop
the �u� v� su�xes from these vector�valued functions
for more concise notation� At any point on the
surface F�u� v�� the normal direction is given by
N � Fu � Fv� B�ezier surfaces belong to the class
of surfaces called orientable surfaces such that their
normals can be oriented �inside� or �outside� the sur�
face �Nei���� For a given model we can orient all
the surfaces by reversing the order of control points
such thatN�u� v� points outside for each u� v for each
patch� Gauss maps provide a tool to compute N�

The Gauss map G of a surface� F� is a map
G � F� S�� the ��Sphere in R�� which takes
the point F�u� v� into the translation of the
vector U�u� v� to the origin� where U�u� v�
is the unit vector in the direction of N�u� v�
�Nei����

The function G�u� v� can be used to compute the
unit normal of the surface at the point �u� v�� How�
ever� this can be relatively expensive to compute and
in our application we instead use a pseudo�Gauss
map � we translate N instead of U� The pseudo
map can be represented as a B�ezier surface itself�
and is therefore� de�ned using a set of control points�
If F is a tensor product m � n polynomial surface�
the pseudo�normal surface is a �	m � �� � �	n � ��
B�ezier surface� If F is a rational surface� the degree
of the cross�product of the partial derivative vectors
is �m � �n� However it can be simpli�ed �KML��
to�

N �
fu � fvW � fu � fWv � fWu � fv

W�
� ���

where F � f
W
� Thus� the pseudo normal surface is

a �m � �n rational B�ezier surface and can be repre�
sented by a ��m � �� � ��n � �� mesh� The control
points of the pseudo map are evaluated from the con�
trol points of the original surface F as follows�

�� Compute the control points of fu and fv� fu and
fv are also B�ezier surfaces�

	� If F is polynomial surface� compute the cross
product of fu and fv and return� The cross prod�
uct is computed by term�wise multiplication and
subtraction for each coordinate�

Figure 	� Visibility Computation

�� Compute Wu and Wv� respectively�

�� Piecewise multiply the W terms in ���� compute
all cross products and perform the coordinate�
wise subtraction�

� Elevate the degrees along the u and v� respec�
tively� by � to compute the control points of the
pseudo�normal surface�

Notice that we do not need to divide by the weights
of the pseudo�normal patch� This is because the vec�
tors �X Y Z� and �WX WY WZ� are parallel� This
means that the open pyramid anchored at the origin
that bounds the normal surface remains the same�
Hence all the normal directions are still contained in
the convex hull or bounding box of �WX WY WZ��

��� Back�patch Condition

In general a point p on a surface with a normal n is
back facing if

�Ep � �n � 
�

where E is the eye point �see Fig� ��a��� In other
words� an entire patch� F� is back facing if� ��u� v� �
�
� ��� �
� ��� N�u� v� makes an acute angle with the
vector joining the eye to F�u� v��
If S is a bounding sphere for the patch in the

X�Y� Z space� with radius r and center C� we com�
pute a region in space that contains all normal direc�
tions for back�patches� This is demonstrated in 	D
in Fig� 	�a�� The rays l� and l	 bound the sphere and
the patch� and lines p� and p	 are� respectively� per�
pendicular to these rays� Only the half spaces p��

and p	�� respectively� may contain normal directions
for visible points� That is� there exist normal direc�
tions contained in p�� or p	� that are obtuse angles
with some ray bounded by l� and l	� Hence the in�
tersection of half�spaces p�� and p	�� call it H� is
the back�patch region�
For back�patch condition to be satis�ed� the angle

that n makes with the vector joining the eye point
to C� must be less than the angle p� makes with it
�as shown in Fig� 	�b��� Thus direction n lies in H
if



cos��� � cos��
� ��
	 cos��� � sin���

	
�EC��n

j
�ECjj�nj

� r

j
�ECj

	 �C � E� � �n � rj�nj

E is the only point not known till run�time� hence
at run�time this test performs one vector di�erence
and one dot product� The problem is� for values of E
close to C� � becomes large� making the bound loose�
This problem is alleviated in the next section�

��� Analytic Bound

The back�patch condition outlined in the previous
section can be applied to any primitive� For speci�c
cases we can apply that condition in an analytic man�
ner� For example� for B�ezier surfaces� the visibility
can be tested as follows�
A patch is back facing if� ��u� v� � �
� ��� �
� ���

EF�u� v� �N�u� v� � 

	 �F�u� v� �E� �N�u� v� � 

	 F�u� v� �N�u� v� �E �N�u� v� � 

	 F�u� v� �N�u� v� � E �N�u� v� �	�

Each of the two terms of �	� can be written as
B�ezier functions� The visibility test reduces to check�
ing if there exists a �u� v� � �
� ����
� �� such that the
bi�variate function �F�u� v��E� �N�u� v� 
 
� which�
in turn� can be solved by testing if the function has
any roots in the domain �
� ��� �
� ��� This is a high
degree function� �m � �n for an m � n B�ezier sur�
face� and solving for exact roots leads to e�ciency
and accuracy problems� In addition� this operation
is too expensive to be performed interactively at run�
time� Fortunately� we can bound the function by the
minimum and maximum valued control points �us�
ing Bernstein basis�� This results in the following
algorithm�

�� Pre�compute the minimum value� mF � of
F�u� v� � N�u� v�� mF is the minimum control
point of the scalar function F �N� The control
points of F �N are computed as follows�

� Compute the �X Y Z� control points of N
using the algorithm in section 	�	�

� Pairwise multiply �WX WY WZ� func�
tions of F and N� This results in the ratio�
nal control points of F �N� Compute their
pairwise sum�

� Degree elevate the W coordinate of F to
�m� �n�

� Divide each control point computed in step
� by the corresponding control point of the
degree elevated W �

Figure �� Increased E	ectiveness for Trimmed Patches

	� Pre�compute and store� the maxima of each co�
ordinate� respectively� of N�u�v�� Call this vec�
tor of three maxima�MN�

�� At run�time� ifmF �MN �E� the patch is back
facing�

��� Trimmed Patches

Many real world CADmodels consist of trimmed sur�
faces� Trimmed surfaces have trimming�curves de�
�ned on the domain as shown in Fig� ��a�� Such
surfaces consist only of the points enclosed by the
curves� as opposed to the full domain� Using the
full domain for visibility computation can lead to re�
duced e�ectiveness � the untrimmed region of the
patches may be back�facing while the full patch is
not� We de�ne fullness of a domain as the ratio of
area in the un�trimmed region to the area of the do�
main� We do not compute exact fullness� but es�
timate it by tessellating the trimming curves into
piecewise linear segments� and calculating the en�
closed area� The �rst step to increase the fullness
involves the computation of the tight��tting domain�
D �Fig� ��a���

Compute the minima and maxima of the trim
curve in the domain in both u and v co�
ordinates� respectively� um� uM � vm� and vM �
The new patch is obtained by subdividing the
original patch at u � um� u � uM � v �
vm and v � vM �Far
���

Unfortunately� for many trimmed patches this
does not result in a good bound� Such patches are
subdivided as follows�

�� Choose points on the curve� that decompose it
into �rectangle like� sub�curves� We have used
the in ection points of the curve in our imple�
mentation� and they yield good decompositions�

	� Find the closest �tting rectangular box around
each component of the curve� fR� � � �Rkg
�Fig� ��b���



�� Add rectangles to �ll the span D � �fRig�

�� Recursively subdivide domains that have
fullness � Uf � We have found Uf �

�
� to work

well in our implementation�

This subdivision decomposes a patch F into a set
of possibly overlapping patches� say� fF��F� � � �g�
One possibility is to treat these patches as separate
primitives� and perform visibility culling on each of
them� Unfortunately� this method leads to patch�
proliferation and ine�ciency� In addition� it also
complicates the triangulation algorithm� Further�
extra processing is required to prevent cracks in the
rendered image� Instead� we compute the bounds for
each sub�patch� and �nally re�merge them by com�
puting union of these bounds� This is more e�ective
than using the full domain� The heuristics that we
have found to work well are�

� Do not subdivide for more than � levels�

� Always merge sub�patches with any overlap�

� Ensure that patches are not decomposed into
more than � sub�patches� If the number of un�
merged sub�patches is large! merge the closest
ones recursively�

� Hierarchical Visibility

For large databases� the number of primitives is quite
large� There is a substantial overhead of perform�
ing tests for each primitive per frame� On the other
hand we can hierarchically group �Cla��� primitives
together and use smaller number of tests to eliminate
invisible primitives� A wide variety of space parti�
tioning methods e�g� R�Trees� Quad trees� BSP� Oct
trees� etc� for view�frustum culling have been pro�
posed in the literature� Di�erent methods are suited
for di�erent applications� Each of these methods can
also be applied to back�patch culling in the following
manner�

Instead of constructing the hierarchy on ob�
jects� we construct a hierarchy on the gauss
maps of the objects� We refer to this as the
normal space hierarchy� as opposed to ob�

ject space hierarchy� which is used for view�
frustum culling�

In our application� we use an approach similar to
R�Trees �BKSS�
�� In essence� we maintain a hier�
archy of bounding boxes� This method greatly sim�
pli�es the merging of the normal and object space
hierarchies into one structure� Thus we have to store
and traverse only one tree� The objects space hierar�
chy is constructed based on object space adjacency�

Figure �� One�Tree

In fact� for normal space partitioning also� group�
ing patches too far apart in object space renders the
method ine�ective� Thus object space proximity is
important for both hierarchies� We exploit this to
construct a single hierarchy for both spaces�

��� ONE�Tree

Naturally� the optimal hierarchies for view�frustum
and back�patch culling are di�erent� It is possible
to maintain two hierarchies� one for view�frustum
culling and one for back�patch culling� But this re�
quires storage and traversal of two trees� Since� prox�
imity is still the basic criterion for both trees� we can
actually merge them into one structure� We call this
One�tree or Object�Normal exclusion tree� It facili�
tates the exclusion of invisible objects from further
processing� and is based on both object and normal
spaces�
Since� it is not always prudent to group objects

based on a combination of the two hierarchies� we
maintain the freedom to group objects based entirely
on one hierarchy� A small sphere can never be com�
pletely back�facing� but it could still be view�frustum
culled� Similarly about half of nearly parallel patches
will have a high probability of facing the same way
but they may not be close in object space� Hence
we allow di�erent criteria for grouping at di�erent
nodes of the tree� This leads to three di�erent types
of nodes in ONE�tree �Fig� �� �

� O�nodes� Perform only view�frustum test�

� N �nodes� Perform only back�patch test�

� ON �nodes� Perform both tests�

Allowing di�erent node types can potentially in�
crease the tree size� but it allows us to avoid per�
forming potentially ine�ective tests� The type of a
node is determined at the time of hierarchy construc�
tion�



De�ne the function looseness� L� of a pair of
bounding boxes B� and B��

L�B	� B�� �
V olume�B	� � V olume�B��

�� V olume�B	 �B��

This measures the e�ectiveness of combining boxes
B� and B	 at a higher level� and lies between 
 and ��
For sub�trees T� and T�� let the object space bound�
ing boxes be BF� and BF� and let the normal space
bounding boxes be BN�

and BN�
� To construct the

tree� at each level� for each such pair do�

if jL�BF��BF��� L�BN�
�BN�

�j � Ku

classify T� � T� nodes as potential ON �nodes�
Assign L��B��B�� � L�BF�� �L�NF� �NF���

else if�L�BF� �BF�� � L�BN�
�BN�

�
classify T� � T� nodes as potential O�nodes�
Assign L��B��B�� � �L�BF� �BF���

��
otherwise

classify T� � T� nodes as potential N �nodes�
Assign L��B��B�� � �L�NF� �NF���

��

Of all the �Ti� Tj� pairs� choose the one with min�
imum L��Bi�Bj�� Ku is a user speci�ed tolerance�
and 
� is a good starting value� The value Ku can
be changed to �ne�tune the e�ciency�e�ectiveness
tradeo�� At Ku � �� all nodes are ON �nodes and
should be used for applications with high object�
normal space correlation� Similarly Ku � 
 implies
no nodes are ON �nodes�
In addition to classifying a patch as completely

back�facing� we can also determine if a patch is com�
pletely facing towards the user� The condition be�
comes� F�u� v� �N�u� v� � E �N�u� v�� ��u� v�� Now
the maxima of F � N� MF � must be less than the
minima of E �N� E �mN �cf� section 	���� Analo�
gously for the non�analytic case� the cone in which
the gauss�map must lie gets re ected about the eye
point as shown in Fig�	�a�� This test allows us to
trivially accept sub�trees without further traversal
down its branches� If all patches in a sub�tree are
front facing� we render the full sub�tree� Similarly if
a sub�tree is back�facing� we trivially reject the full
sub�tree�

��� Tree Traversal

We use two  ags to guide the traversal� OnlyNormal

and OnlyObject� If OnlyNormal is set for a sub�
tree� view�frustum tests are not performed even for
the O�nodes or ON �nodes� This condition occurs� if
a node decides that all its patches lie in the view�
frustum but the ones that are back�facing are not
yet determined� The function of OnlyObject is anal�
ogous� The traversal algorithm proceeds from the
root as follows�

Figure � Tree Traversal

�� If  ag OnlyNormal not set� and an object node�
test object visibility�

	� If  ag OnlyObject not set� and a normal node�
test normal visibility�

�� Perform operation according to the table in
Fig� �

��� Coherence

The visibility of models do not change signi�cantly
from one frame to the next� We exploit this coher�
ence by starting the search at �decision points� of the
ONE�tree for the last frame� The decision points are
those nodes of the tree at which the traversal termi�
nated with either a �Cull� or a �Render� decision� In
practice� we do not need to move up or down the
tree from any start point by more than a level� The
traversal proceeds as follows�

� If the decision in the last frame was �Cull�� and
that for this frame is not �Cull�� traverse down
the subtree�

� If the decision in the last frame was �Render��
and that for this frame is not �Render�� traverse
up the subtree�

� Implementation

Figure �� System Organization Pixelplanes �

Figure �� System Organization SGI Onyx� RE	

We implemented the hierarchical visibility algorithm
on two machines with quite di�erent architectures
� Pixelplanes  �PXPL� and SGI Onyx� The two
architectures are shown in Figs� � and ��



Model Num� � patches Speedup Speedup
Patches culled on PXPL on Onyx

Pencil �� 	� �	� ���
Dragon 	� 	�� 	�� 	��
Car ������ ��� ��� ���
Sub�room 	
���
 ��� ��� NA

Table �� The e	ectiveness of back�patch culling

We tested our implementation on a number of
models� Scenes from some of these are shown on the
color plate� For the performance �gures quoted in
this section� we recorded thousand frames long view
sequences while a user pretended to inspect parts of
the model�
We present results for both� simple back�patch

culling without any hierarchy� and with the use of
ONE�tree� The e�ectiveness does not change by us�
ing the hierarchy� For a given frame the same patches
are culled away� The e�ciency does improve by us�
ing the ONE�tree� About �
�	� fewer back�patch
tests needed to be performed by using the tree�
Table � shows the e�ectiveness of back�patch

culling using the cuboidal bounding box on the
pseudo�normal patches� The actual speedup of the
rendering is slightly higher for the Onyx� as CPU
was always the bottleneck� Table 	 shows the e�ect
of using di�erent bounding volumes for the pseudo�
normal patches� While e�ectiveness �� culled� of us�
ing tighter bounds is higher� the e�ciency is lower� as
seen by the number of tests needed per patch� Table
� demonstrates the e�ectiveness of One�tree �with
cuboidal bounds��

��� Choice of Bounding Volumes

We compute a minimum�volume� eight vertex� axis�
aligned box� BN � bounding the control points of the
pseudo�normal surface� N� Each point on N�u� v�
corresponds to a direction on F�u� v� and PN and
BN de�ne multiple sided polytopes in which all these
directions lie� Testing for visibility reduces to check�
ing whether each of these control points� or just the
bounding box BN � is in the back�patch region H�
Instead of using a sphere to bound the points on

the surface� a rectangular box or the convex hull
can be used� This increases the e�ectiveness of
the technique but also increases the number of tests
needed� thus reducing the e�ciency� Similarly� for
the pseudo�normal patch� a spherical bounding vol�
ume can be used� In general� owing to the higher de�
gree of the normal patches� their control points tend
to bound them less tightly� and spherical bounds are
the most loose�
Table 	 lists the performance of back�patch culling�

Some models have almost half of the patches culled

away� Since most patches are relatively  at� we have
found that using bounding boxes is good enough�
For a rational bicubic patch� the control polytope of
N�u� v� consists of �� control points� and its convex
hull typically has about 	
��
 points� On the other
hand the bounding box has only eight points� In fact�
instead of a cuboid bounding volume� a spherical
bounding volume can give better speedup on some
systems� The number of tests per patch reduces to
one� while the average culling decreases from ��� to
	���
For small systems where calculating or keeping ex�

tra bounding boxes is prohibitive� the view�frustum
can be used as the bounding volume of the patch�
specially for applications that use a narrow �eld of
view�

��� ONE�Tree

On average� our implementation of ONE�tree culled
���
� of the model� About ����� of the tree
nodes are ON�nodes� To evaluate their e�ective�
ness� let us consider other options � on one end
of this spectrum lies a ONE�tree with only object
space culling� On average �
�
� of the models were
culled using just the object space tree� Performing
only normal�space culling� we could cull 	
��� of
the models� Using a combination reduces the individ�
ual e�ectiveness of each method� since the sub�tree
used in the ONE�tree is not necessarily optimal for
either object space or normal space partitioning� In
addition� the size of ONE�tree is larger� But overall�
we can cull out more of the model� with fewer total
number of tests�
In our experiments we found that back�patch

culling is more e�ective when the eye�point is far
away from a patch� This� in fact� provides a con�
venient symbiosis between object space and normal
space visibility� When objects are farther from the
eye� object space culling is less e�ective as more of
the model lies in the viewing�frustum� On the other
hand� for zoomed�up views� when back�patch culling
is less e�ective� object space culling is able to cull
out many o��screen objects�

� Conclusions and Future Work

We presented an algorithm to perform back�patch
culling and combined it� in a hierarchical framework�
with the more standard view�frustum culling� This
combination � the ONE�tree � can eliminate more
than half of the model from further processing� but
it slightly reduces the e�ectiveness of each method
individually� Maintaining two di�erent trees is an
option but it is an open problem to better combine
the partitioning schemes without increasing the tree



Spherical bound Cuboidal bound Convex Hull
Model � culled � Tests�patch � culled � Tests�patch � culled � Tests�patch
Pencil ��� 	 ��� 	��� �� 	��
Dragon ��� 	 ��� 	��� ��� ��		
Car ��� 	 ��� 	� ��� 	���
Submarine room ��� 	 ��� 	�� ��� 	��	

Table 	� The e	ect of di	erent bounds on the pseudo�normal patches

size signi�cantly� In our algorithm� the children of a
node in a subtree consist of non�overlapping bound�
ing volumes� Extensions to allow such overlap could
be useful� In addition� using di�erent bounds on dif�
ferent levels of the tree can increase e�ectiveness�
We also introduced the idea of coherent tree

traversal� We feel that a better exploitation of co�
herence is possible� For instance� if we could mea�
sure the �degree of visibility� of a patch� we would
be able to trivially reject �highly invisible� patches in
the next frame if the viewer position does not change
signi�cantly�
For trimmed patches� we presented techniques for

partitioning the domains� We feel� our method is not
optimum though� and has scope for improvement�
Further� our experiments were limited to only a few
thousand patches� For larger databases the fraction
of invisible primitives is also normally larger� and our
method should perform quite well�

Per patch testing One�tree
Model � culled � Tests � culled � Tests

per patch per patch
Pencil 	� ���� ��� ����
Dragon 	�� ���� ��� ��
�
Car ��� ��

 �� ��

Sub�room ��� ��
� �� ���

Table �� The e	ect of hierarchy on back�patch visibility
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